
SHOTS - a NAVSEA telescope. The acronym stands for Stabilized High
Accuracy Optical Tracking System. This telescope is used to track
satellites, missiles, and other celestial objects.

GUI – Graphical User Interface. This consists of menus, text boxes, and
any other component of a program that allows user interaction via external
devices such as a mouse or keyboard.
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Overview

Currently at the SHOTS telescope, video input from the system is routed by
physically connecting the cables. This method is very inefficient for a system
with numerous inputs and outputs. Furthermore, to transmit the data to
several outputs simultaneously, a signal splitter is needed. This is not viable
because it splits the signal itself. This causes the quality the output to be
degraded.

The new proposed system will allow a user to remotely direct output video
data from the telescope system to multiple devices simultaneously without
any signal degradation.

Terms

Objectives

The overall objectives of the new system are to:
•Connect all the video inputs and outputs more efficiently.
•Connect an input to multiple outputs without degrading the signal.
•Be able redirect the video signals remotely.
•Have the system operate in real time.

Software objectives:
•Be simple and user friendly.
•Be able to load in files for initial configurations and descriptive labeling.
•Be able to save the current configuration to a file.
•Be able to communicate with the serial device server and video control
switch.

Hardware objectives:
•Have all the devices connected together and working properly.
•All devices must be able to communicate with each other.
•System must remain online for at least six months.

Components

Main Hardware Components:

Video Control Switch Serial Device Server

Main Software Components:

UDP
User Datagram Protocol
Connectionless Protocol
Uses less bandwidth and less latency

GUI: TCK/TK

Tool Command Language
High-level string based scripting language

Toolkit
Used with TCL to create the graphical part of the user interface.

Platform independent
Program written and tested in Unix environment. Will be

implemented in Windows environment.
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Was able to successfully communicate with the server and switch.

Created the GUI, with a few add-ons, that still meets the specifications.
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Serial Device Servers changed over to static IP.
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Coaxial Cables

9-pin Serial Cable

Ethernet Cables

Internet

Network Issues:
 UDP

Best effort delivery: Had to add code to verify that the commands
made it to the video control switch.

Answers from the video control switch were sometimes broken up
and varied in sizes.

Example:
Expected response format:       Received response formats:

Hardware issues:
Faulty cables
Serial Device Servers

Can only be fully configured using Internet Explorer (IE).

Configurations have a tendency to change.

Had to be rebooted every 6 hours. (Loss of Connection)


